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About the cover

The image shows the cloud of neutral sodium atoms that accompanies the
moon Io in its orbit around Jupiter. The atoms are ejected from Io by
interactions with ions in Jupiter's magnetosphere. The linear jet extending
to the right and slightly down is probably formed by charge-exchange
reactions in the upper layers of Io's atmosphere. Its appearance changed
dramatically over a several-hour period, probably due to Io's changing
position in Jupiter's magnetic field.

Nick Schneider (University of Colorado/Laboratory for Atmospheric and
Space Physics-CU/LASP) and John Trauger (Jet Propulsion
Laboratory-JPL) obtained the image at the University of Arizona's 1.5m
Catalina Observatory telescope. The instrument uses narrow-band filters to
isolate the emissions from specific ions or atoms, and a Charge Couple
Device (CCD) camera to record the images. Jupiter's image was recorded
in the same CCD frame, but through a strip of filter with 0.0001%
transmission. Io's image saturated the CCD, and the vertical spikes
through it are a result. The images were reduced and analyzed at JPL and
LASP. The graphic display was produced using the Interactive Display
Language software (IDL) on a DECstation 3100. A Sun raster file was
then generated and transferred to a Sun-4 at NCAR, where the program
rasttg was used to make slides on the NCAR Text and Graphics System
(TAGS). Stan Solomon (CU/LASP) facilitated the rasterization and slide
printing.

SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions. Please send your

graphic, along with a description including SCD facilities or software used, to

Christine Guzy, Mesa Lab; or send e-mail to guzy@ncar.ucar.edu; or call Christine

at (303) 497-1826.
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Supercomputing in the '90s

In recent talks and interviews, SCD Director Bill
Buzbee discussed his vision of supercomputing in
the '90s. The Director's Column this month
shares his thoughts about that future. (Written by
Lynda Lester.)

Decade of the killer micros

At the Site Liaison Workshop you said that in the
1990s, single-processor jobs will migrate from
supercomputers to 50-megaflop workstations-the
so-called killer micros. Why?

That will be the easiest place to do these jobs.
Fifty-megaflop workstations will have enough
computing power to execute single-processor
applications almost as fast as supercomputers.
And it's always easier to do work on your local
workstation than it is to ship jobs over the
network to a supercomputer.

This is a fundamental change for our community,
because for 30 years the supercomputer has been
in the spotlight, held center stage, so to speak. All
activities revolved around the supercomputer, and
everything had second priority relative to the
supercomputer, including people's time. That's
changing now.

In the '90s, everything will in some sense revolve
around the workstation; the supercomputer will
behave as an attached processor to it, coming into
play as needed to carry out the tasks that the
workstation can't do.

We are already seeing powerful workstations in
the user's environment; these are machines such
as the MIPS RS2030 and the SPARCstation 330,
now available at relatively low prices. In the next
decade, such workstations will be widely used in
climate research. Scientists will be able to retrieve
sizeable subsets of observational data and model

By 1995 there may be
desktop machines with
clock rates of less than one
or two nanoseconds.

output from remote archives and use the
workstation for analysis.

Is all this due to advances in workstation
technology?

That's right. Andy Heller, an architect of the IBM
RS6000, has some interesting things to say in this
regard. He was quoted in a March Computer
Conference Analysis newsletter as predicting that
by 1995 there will be desktop machines with
clock rates of less than one or two nanoseconds.
Sixteen-megabyte memory chips will become
common, he says, as will boutique lines of
special-function chips. Gallium arsenide
components will start to appear in specialized
systems within two or three years.

What's the significance of gallium arsenide
components?

The speed at which a computer operates, of
course, is a function of the speed of the basic
devices it's built out of. Historically, computer
components have been made from silicon. In
order to get high speed out of silicon, you have to
use lots of power; that's why supercomputers
consume a lot of power.

The attraction to gallium arsenide is that its
electron mobility is two to five times that of
silicon. Furthermore, you can achieve that speed
with substantially less power than is required with
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silicon. The problem with gallium arsenide is that
it's a very delicate, relatively brittle material.
Consequently, it's hard to work with in a
manufacturing context.

Gallium arsenide components will go into
supercomputers as well as workstations. The Cray
3 being designed and built by Cray Computer
Corporation will be using gallium arsenide
technology in its processors. The first prototype is
scheduled for operation in summer of 1991.

Supercomputing gets easier

There seems to be an increasing emphasis on
improved user interface. Does that mean
generally that it's easier for users to get onto the
supercomputer?

Yes. This is one of the benefits
of an interactive operating
system. In the past users didn't
have a direct connection to the
Cray. All they could do was
interact with the front-end
computer, which would then
deal with the supercomputer.

Under UNICOS, users have
direct access to the Y-MP. You
can sit at your workstation with
several windows open on your
screen. One or more of those
windows may be associated
with processes taking place on
the workstation; one or more
may be associated with
processes executing directly on
the supercomputer. That means
you can display your graphics
directly from the super-
computer, do interactive
symbolic debugging directly
with the supercomputer-that
sort of thing.

In the 1990s, a friendlier user interface will make
supercomputers even more accessible. UNIX will
simplify the transportability of software between
workstations and supercomputers. Workstations
will offer pull-down menus, pointers, icons, and
audio input and output. Supercomputers will
feature a large memory, online documentation,
and commonality of software.

Other things will make it easier for the user.
Software productivity will increase by an order of
magnitude. We'll see increased use of voice mail
messages and hyperquery research notes.
Scientists will be able to input mathematical
expressions using standard math notation rather
than linear Fortran notation, and be able to
annotate electronic manuscripts in the margin.
They'll also be able to access remote databases
and share windows on a national basis.

Powerful workstations and parallel processing will be important tools
for the research community of the 1990s, says SCD Director Bill
Buzbee. (Photo by Ginger Hein.)
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Parallel processing:
The new look in supercomputing

With single-processor jobs moving to
workstations, what will SCD be doing?

SCD will be running large simulations as it
always has. Historically the purpose of
supercomputers has been to do things that simply

Parallel processing will
enable us to undertake
simulations that were
previously impossible.

can't be done on any other class of equipment. In
the '90s, supercomputers will become primarily
tools with which to do parallel processing-that
is, jobs that take several processors for their
completion.

Parallel processing will enable us to undertake
simulations that were previously impossible. We
saw this happen on the X-MP/48, where parallel
processing was used to do the first global ocean
simulation ever done. Already the Community
Climate Model is being configured for parallel
processing on the Y-MP. Certainly for sorts of
climate simulations people would like to do in the
'90s, parallel processing will be required.

And while powerful workstations may mean fewer
users for SCD, it also means we'll continue our
basic history of working with the science_
community to get results that simply can't be
obtained in any other way.

Teraflops per second

Will more complex models require a faster
supercomputer?

Yes. The capability of a model is often paced, or
limited, by the power of the computer that is

available to execute it-that is, a more powerful
computer makes possible more realistic models. In
the 1990s, we will be dealing with high-
resolution, multi-decade climate simulations with
extraordinary computational requirements. We
will need computers one to two orders of
magnitude more powerful than current state-of-
the-art equipment. That's where we get into the
realm of teraflop performance.

What's that?

Teraflop performance is 1012 arithmetic operations
per second. The Y-MP8/864, for example, can
achieve over a gigaflop-109-arithmetic
operations per second when it's doing parallel
processing. Teraflop performance offers 100 to
1,000 times more speed than we can achieve
today, and that is approximately what will be
needed to do the kind of climate simulations that
people will want to do in the '90s. This is the
primary reason for seeking a next-generation
supercomputer at NCAR.

A next-generation supercomputer will give us new
understanding of environmental systems and
enable us to do things never dreamed of before.
And thanks to progress in massively parallel
computing technology, such a machine may
become available within two to five years.

Shared versus distributed memory

You've said that in the '90s, parallel processing
and supercomputing will be synonymous. Will new
supercomputers all be massively parallel?

To be precise, a shared-memory supercomputer
with several processors is a very legitimate
parallel processor. Shared-memory systems
generally have less than 100 processors in them;
massively parallel systems generally have at least
1,000 processors. For technical reasons, massively
parallel systems cannot share a single memory;
rather, memory has to be distributed among the
processors. So these are also referred to as
distributed-memory systems.
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Workstations plus high-speed networks equal the
computational universe of the 1990s

rders and Supercomputersrecorders

archives WorkstationMassively
parallel computers

But both shared- and distributed-memory systems
are capable parallel processors, and in the '90s we
will see both. We'll also see situations where
shared-memory systems are coupled via high-
speed links to massively parallel systems. Both
will be part of the supercomputing scene in the
'90s.

Do you think SCD might couple the Y-MP to a
massively parallel system?

Well, there's a lot of uncertainty. It's hard to
foresee exactly what might be the best
architecture for the NCAR community. We do
think that by 1993 there will be available both the
next generation of shared-memory supercomputers
as well as substantially faster massively parallel
systems. Right now we can't say which
architecture we might benefit from most.

Fortunately, the Department of Energy is
supporting a substantial amount of research to
explore the applicability of massively parallel
systems to climate and ocean models. It's
supporting a major effort in that area here at
NCAR via the CHAMMP [Computer Hardware,
Advanced Mathematics, and Model Physics]
project. I believe that within one to two years
some decisive information will come out of that
project. [More information on this appears in the
article "CHAMMP: Speeding up climate models"
in this issue.]

Certainly it's our belief that 1993 is a window of
opportunity. Computing equipment will be
available with at least an order of magnitude more
capability than the Y-MP, and we should be
prepared to acquire it. But at present we can't say
which of these two architectures would be
appropriate. It could go either way.

Could workstations be chained together to be
massively parallel?

That's a less-probable scenario, but it is possible.
One of the frustrations of workstations is that
while they are extremely powerful, they tend to sit
idle most of the time. On a 24-hour basis, they're
only used a few hours each weekday, and hardly
at all on weekends. So there's a tremendous
amount of computing power in aggregate sitting
around on people's desks. There are research
efforts looking at the possibility of providing
high-speed communication links and associated
software such that at night and on weekends these
relatively powerful workstations distributed in
people's offices might be integrated together in a
parallel processor.

That would happen a little further down the road?

I think so. And I think there will be important
applications found for this type of arrangement.
But I'm less optimistic that those systems will
ever match what we do with massively parallel
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systems, simply because the speed of light is a
limiting factor in the associated communication
links.

Little chips

We hear about massively parallel computers with
64,000 processors. How big are these processors?
And how big are the processors in the Y-MP?

The processor in the Y-MP requires four boards.
These are relatively large, like 18" square,
something of that sort-and they cost a quarter
million dollars apiece, as I recall. The processors
in the killer micros are little chips that are
approximately the size of your fingernail. They're
typically cheap, they're typically mass produced,
and that drives the unit cost down. The primary
cost in massively parallel systems is not the
processors, it's the memory and the
communication links between processors.
Massively parallel systems will cost about the
same as supercomputers: $20-$25 million.

Why is parallel processing technology just coming
of age?

The idea has been around a long time. But it's
only in the past ten years, thanks to VLSI [very
large-scale integration] chip technology, that it's
become easy to build parallel processors.
Computer designers can now integrate high-
volume, low-cost componentry into a massively
parallel system. In contrast, the processors in a
Cray supercomputer are custom designed and very
expensive.

Flies in the ointment

If massively parallel computers are faster and
more efficient, why isn't everyone switching to
massively parallel systems?

Not all problems have been completely resolved
in parallel computing. The most frustrating aspect
of parallel computing is that there's no standard
computational environment for it in terms of

hardware architectures and software capabilities.
Because of that, people are reluctant to invest lots
of time in it. In other words, if everything you do
has to be customized to the particular computer
you're working on, you would much rather spend
your time working in ways that can be
implemented on a variety of equipment.

Another factor to consider is that achieving high
performance on a parallel processor requires a
good knowledge of parallel algorithms. When
suitable parallel algorithms are not known, they
have to be developed.

From a management perspective, one of the
drawbacks of parallel processing is that many
companies engaged in that business are relatively
new start-ups, not particularly strong financially.
No one wants to spend $20 million on a computer
and then have the parent company disappear.

User education

How can users prepare themselves for the era of
parallel processing?

If we determine within the next one to two years
that the next supercomputer at NCAR will be
massively parallel, a great deal of education will
be required to exploit that equipment. Even today,
users with large models should be familiar with
multitasking on the Y-MP.

More data, better storage

How will more advanced supercomputers and
climate models affect the Mass Storage System
[MSS]?

Because supercomputers are getting more
powerful and climate simulations are getting more
complex, the amount of data we have to deal with
is constantly increasing. Consequently, the MSS
will require a major increase in storage capacity
and access efficiency. With the X-MP/48 and the
X-MP/18, for example, we archived 3 terabytes
per year; with the Y-MP, we expect to archive
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about 6 terabytes per year. With the next-
generation supercomputer, we'll have to archive
30 to 50 terabytes per year. To house this amount
of data and make it available, we will need the
next generation of storage technology.

Today our primary storage medium is the IBM
3480 tape cartridge; this has a maximum capacity
of 200 megabytes. Our inventory exceeds 82,000

Multi-decade climate simu-
lations have extraordinary
computational requirements.

cartridges of data and occupies 1,600 square feet
of floor space. If we were to continue with this
technology in the '90s, we would need a million
cartridges, the space to house them, and the staff
to manage them. All that would be unaffordable.
So we need storage technology an order of
magnitude denser than what is available today.

Right now there are helical scan technologies
under development that may be available in our
time frame. VHS standard cartridges are being
developed that will provide 4 gigabytes or more
of storage per cartridge. There is also a military
specification standard called D-2, which specifies
three form factors-25 gigabytes, 50 gigabytes, or
75 gigabytes per cartridge.

Seeing is believing: Scientific visualization
in the '90s

What will be the role of scientific visualization in
the new supercomputing environment?

Visualization systems will be an integral
component of supercomputing facilities in the
'90s. Acquiring visualization capability, however,
is a nontrivial effort. Visualization integrates
several technologies: computer graphics, user

interfaces, data management, and signal
processing.

Special workstations are now available with very
good visualization capability, both hardware and
software. They generally have unique hardware
built into them to assist with producing imagery
of this sort. They're fairly expensive gadgets, with
a cost range in the tens of thousands of dollars.

You have said that visualization implies a shift
away from traditional computer graphics toward
an overall process of analysis. Why is that?

Visualization generally makes it much easier to
ask questions. For example, you can ask to see a
particular variable in a particular region at a
particular point in time, and include color-things
of that sort. With traditional computer graphics,
you simply generated specific images; you didn't
have this interactive question-and-analysis
capability. That is, you had it, but on a much
longer time scale than you have with a
workstation.

High-speed networks: Linking it all
together

What are the implications of all these
developments for networking?

The increasing climate model output and
observational data of the '90s must be easily
accessible by the university research community.
This data must be visualized, compared with other
datasets, and processed for distribution to
collaborating scientists. To efficiently accomplish
this, NCAR must be a node on national, high-
speed networks. At SCD we will continue to work
toward a rich distributed computing environment
that will closely couple supercomputers, data
archives, and powerful workstations.

Lynda Lester is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.
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Farewell to COS

by Nancy Dawson

When the CRAY X-MP/48 running the Cray
Operating System was decommissioned on October 1,
it was the end of an era. "NCAR was the first site in
the world to have COS," said Sally Haerer, head of
Consulting and a former Cray Research employee.

COS grew up at NCAR. When the CRAY-1A Serial
Number 003 supercomputer was delivered to NCAR
in July 1977, it came with an early version of the
operating system. At the time, Cray Research did not
have a corporate research center or even a Cray
computer dedicated to software development. COS
was developed using partially completed processors at
the factory and simulators on minicomputers. Four
Cray Research employees came to Boulder and
completed the development of COS on NCAR's new
CRAY-1A. Through the dedicated efforts of the Cray
and SCD staff members, the CRAY-1A was
operational within a few weeks of its arrival, but the
acceptance test period was delayed until
November, pending completion of the COS
software. Although different operating systems
were developed at other Cray sites, COS went
on to become the only operating system
supported by Cray Research. In the months
and years that followed, SCD staff added
numerous local modifications to COS as it
was run at NCAR.

The final days

According to Bob Niffenegger, manager of
Computer Operations, the COS job flow
actually dwindled during the last week of
operating the CRAY X-MP. When the shutoff
finally came at 6:00 on Monday, October 1,
the X-MP was almost empty.

While the activity on the X-MP tapered off,
the opposite was taking place on the Mass
Storage System (MSS). During the last month
of COS, the MSS saw increased traffic, as
some users plunged into the final rush to store
results they had obtained under COS for later The
verification against results under UNICOS. Octr

"During September, 70,683 cartridges were mounted
on the MSS, compared with the previous six-month
average of 51,829 a month," said Bob. "And over
47,000 of these mounts had to be done by the
operators-an increase of 17,000 hand mounts over
previous months."

While NCAR was the first site to have COS, it is not
the last. COS is still in service at some other
institutions, particularly at petroleum companies.
However, most of the supercomputing centers, such as
the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, the San Diego
Supercomputing Center, and the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications have also recently made
the switch to UNICOS.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

CRAY X-MP/48 running COS was decommissioned on
ober 1. (Photo by Ginger Hein.)
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Important changes for shavano users A

As to be expected when working under a new
operating system on a new supercomputer, SCD
continues to be in a period of rapid changes as we
discover better and more efficient ways of operating
the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano). We urge everyone
to read the Daily Bulletin regularly, as it is our first
line of communication with you. This article discusses
critical changes that have taken place since the last
newsletter was published.

Replace iexec with ishell and pshell now

SCD now recommends that you use the Cray
commands ishell and pshell in place of the NCAR-
written iexec. Both the iexec tool and the ishell/pshell
combination perform a similar function: issuing an
operating system command from within a Fortran
program. (Fortran-callable JCL was the COS
equivalent.) While iexec has served us well as a
temporary solution, now that Cray has supplied
NCAR with a revised version of ishell, the ishell/
pshell combination offers important advantages over
iexec:

* Network Queuing System (NQS) batch jobs will
wait to complete until all pshell requests have
terminated. This guarantees your TMPDIR
directory will not be removed until all processes of
that job terminate. In contrast, if you use iexec to
run a command in the background (by adding & to
the end of the command), your NQS job could
terminate before your iexec request does. This could
be a problem if you are executing your job out of
TMPDIR.

* Use of the UNICOS ja -s (job accounting)
command will report all General Accounting Unit
(GAU) charges that occurred using pshell.
However, ja -s does not report GAU charges
generated while using iexec.

* Jobs that use pshell offer you the chance to
checkpoint your job; jobs that use iexec may not be
checkpointed. Checkpointing is the feature that
allows for restarting jobs.

* With pshell, separate file redirection of stderr and
stdout is preserved; this is not true under iexec.

Because of the advantages of pshell over iexec, SCD
is considering setting a time for iexec to be removed
from the system.

Examples

The first example calls the NCAR local command
lwrite to write a file to the Mass Storage System from
within a Fortran program. The following lines are
inserted into the program:

CLOSE (FILE=' file' )
ier=ishell ('lwrite local=file

+ remote=/CONSULT1/FILE')

Once the program is compiled and loaded and the
a.out file is generated, rather than executing the code
by giving the command a.out, execute the code under
the control of pshell as follows:

pshell a.out

The following examples show how to use pshell with
redirection from both the C shell and the Bourne
shell. In both examples, the program output is written
to p.out and error messages are written to p.err. In
the C shell, the redirection would look like this:

( pshell > p.out) >& p.err

In the Bourne shell, the redirection would look like
this:

pshell a.out > p.out 2>p.err

How ishell and pshell work

Cray Research has provided NCAR with a special
version of ishell that runs on UNICOS 5.1. This
version of ishell supports a tool called pshell. The
pshell command sets up a communication pipe
between itself and the Fortran program. When ishell
is called, it checks whether it is being run under
pshell and sends the commands it normally runs to
the pshell process, which runs the command and
sends back a status.
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Note: Since pshell runs as a separate process from the
Fortran program it supports, certain commands may
run slightly differently under pshell (for example, a
change of current directory in the Fortran program
will not be propagated to the pshell process).

The pshell command is a good temporary solution to
the problem of large memory overhead-a problem
previously encountered when using ishell. Without
pshell, ishell uses the C library routine system, which
does a fork (which copies the entire memory image of
the Fortran program) before exec overlays this image
with that of the system utility that needs to be run.
Since pshell is a relatively small program, the
memory overhead of ishell is greatly reduced.

For more information, see the ishell and pshell man
pages or type

hints pshell

when you are logged onto to shavano to access the
new online document on this topic.

GAU usage tracking

By adding the ja -s command to your jobs, you can
now generate a job accounting summary report that
includes General Accounting Unit (GAU) information.
You can generate this summary when running in
either batch or interactive mode. For example, if you
used ja -s while running a process in the premium
queue (prem), the last lines of the job accounting
summary report would follow this format:

Charge before Queue Factor:0.00127 GAUs
(Excluding MSS/NTWK/TAGS) :
Multiplier for prem Queue :1.50
Charged against Allocation:0.00190 GAUs

Please note that this accounting report does not
include charges that are made against your allocation
for the use of the Mass Storage System (MSS),
network transfers (abbreviated as "NTWK" above),
and the use of the Text and Graphics System (TAGS).

For more information on how to use the ja command,
see the NCAR UNICOS Primer or the man page
for ja.

Project numbers are now group ids on
shavano

SCD has provided a way to share files among project
members. To make this possible, shavano users have
been given additional group memberships
corresponding to their project number(s). For
example, if "43310018" is your project number, you
will find that in addition to your previous group
memberships, you are also a member of the
"P43310018" group.

By using the chgrp (change group) and chmod
(change mode) commands, you can use these group
memberships as a way to share files. Use chgrp to
change the group id of the files; use chmod to set the
read/write/execute permissions of the files. For more
information on these two commands, see their man
pages. Watch the Daily Bulletin for more information
and examples of how to share files or contact the
SCD Consulting Office if you need help.

SSD, disks, and I/O channels installed

The Solid-state Storage Device (SSD), the 16 DD49
disks, and the associated I/O channels from the
CRAY X-MP were moved to shavano on October 5.
The SSD has not been released for general use
because UNICOS 5.1, the operating system currently
available, does not have all the features of the
Secondary Data Segments (SDS) software, which is a
key component of the way we will be configuring the
SSD for most efficient use. We have obtained beta-
test modules of the SDS libraries. After friendly user
testing and approval from Cray Research, we will
release use of the SSD with these modifications.
Watch the Daily Bulletin for an announcement.

File protection from the scrubber

We continue to search for the best long-term way to
protect needed files from the scrubber. (The scrubber
automatically removes files from temporary
directories when disk space is needed.) In some cases,
necessary files have been removed before the job
completes. If you encounter this situation, contact the
SCD consultants for the best solution for your case.
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Accessing the Daily Bulletin

As you can see from this article, you need to read the
Daily Bulletin to keep up with the latest news. To
access it when you are logged onto the IBM 4381
(IO) front-end computer, shavano, or any of the local
NCAR computers that are network nodes, type:

dailyb

If you are an Intemet Remote Job Entry (IRJE) user,
use File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to access the
windom.ucar.edu computer, then type:

where filename is the name you give the file that will
be automatically returned to your local computer.

If you are a MASnet/Intemet Gateway Server (MIGS)
user, type:

nrnet dailyb filename

where filename is the name you give the file that will
be automatically returned to your local computer.

get .dailyb filename

CHAMMP: Speeding up climate models

by Juli Rew

By properly orchestrating the work of hundreds-or
thousands-of small, cheap, processors, massively
parallel systems may hold the potential to achieve
supercomputing power and speed at a fraction of the
cost. While some new massively parallel computer
architectures have been introduced into the
marketplace, they have yet to fully prove themselves
as an effective alternative in the arena of scientific
problems as complex as climate models. NCAR has
thus embarked on the Parallel Geodynamics Project
with Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The project is
intended to provide technological advances required to
support the development of an atmospheric circulation
simulation system on parallel supercomputers.

The interagency project is one component of the
Department of Energy's Computer Hardware,
Advanced Mathematics and Model Physics
(CHAMMP) initiative. CHAMMP is aimed at
developing an advanced climate model within ten
years that can run up to 10,000 times faster than
today's models. The strategies for achieving this
speedup include development of new algorithms and
software tools for climate models and exploration of
new supercomputing architectures.

It is fairly straightforward to
get the model to run; the
challenge will be to get it to
run fast on a massively
parallel system.

At NCAR, beginning work will focus on porting the
new Community Climate Model (CCM2) to the
Connection Machine, an 8,192-processor system
housed at NCAR, in order to do useful experiments.
Principal investigator at NCAR is Paul Swarztrauber
(SCD), and co-investigators are Dick Sato (SCD),
Dave Williamson (Climate and Global Dynamics-
CGD), and Jim Hack (CGD). The project is led by
Bob Ward of ORNL.

The benefit is mutual

Paul Swarztrauber is enthusiastic about the benefits of
the interdisciplinary collaboration, which he feels will
effectively double the rate of progress. "Oak Ridge
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and Argonne will gain rapid spin-up in atmospheric
science expertise, while we will gain the benefit of
trying another parallel architecture," he says. The
NCAR Connection Machine uses what is known as a
single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) architecture;
Oak Ridge will be running experiments on their
multiple-instruction multiple-data (MIMD) machine,
an iPSC/860 manufactured by Intel Corp.

At NCAR, an existing global shallow water spectral
model is already being ported to the Connection
Machine. Over the longer term, Dick, Paul, Rich Loft
(Thinking Machines), and visitor Roland Sweet
(University of Colorado at Denver) are developing
parallel algorithms specifically designed for the
Connection Machine that will make its computational
kernel run at optimal speeds. Lennart Johnson of
Thinking Machines has also assisted with algorithm
development. Paul says, "It is fairly
straightforward to get the model to run;
the challenge will be to get it to run fast
on a massively parallel system." As a
mathematician, Paul is particularly
enjoying the opportunities for joint
research on numerical methods for partial
differential equations, which provide the
computational underpinnings of most
climate simulations.

Unlocking interprocessor
communication

Optimizaton of internal communication of
the processors seems to be the key to
achieving optimal performance and will be
the most programmer-intensive part of the
project. "If we find a price-per-
computation advantage on the parallel
computer, we expect the work in parallel
communication algorithms to make a
significant contribution to the payoff,"
says Paul. Another payoff will be new
codes for climate models and future
projects.

Improving climate models

Paul points to the work by Dave and Jim
as invaluable for ensuring the usefulness Co-inve
of this research to the atmospheric Dick Sa

community. They have been working on (SCD),

Cray supercomputers to study the basis by which
other other parallel machines will be compared.

Dave leads the Climate Modeling Section of CGD at
NCAR, which has been working for several years to
develop the next-generation Community Climate
Model (CCM2). The current Community Climate
Model (CCM1) is in wide use by researchers not only
for climate and weather studies but also for a wide
class of studies including pollutant transport, acid
rain, and ozone distribution. CCM2 is scheduled for
general release in the NCAR environment next
summer and features many improvements over
CCM1, including new parameterizations for radiation,
clouds, water vapor transport, soil moisture, and
cycles for daytime and nightime, among others. The
code has been completely rewritten for ease of use
and for multitasking.

stigators on the Parallel Geodynamics Project, left to right:
ito (SCD), Dave Williamson (CGD), Paul Swarztrauber
and Jim Hack (CGD). (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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Dave says, "It is not clear whether a problem as
complex as the CCM will run efficiently on massively
parallel machines. These machines will have to prove
they're cost effective. Our goal is ultimately to have
portable models that would be machine-independent,
or have only a few differences among kernels. We
will be looking at the tradeoffs between performance
and the effort it takes to do the programming."

The project is attractive, Dave says, because it
potentially offers a lot of computer time on these
machines that can be devoted to the CCM2, both for
running experiments and for model verification.

Software tools

Work is progressing on new performance tools that
can be used to monitor the percentage of processor
use versus the percentage of interprocessor
communication. This will be useful for optimizing
with parallel computers. Another tool under
development is an interactive climate simulator. Its
goal is to make the model more "user friendly"-for
example, it could prompt you for the information

needed to vary the scenario for a model run, such as
length of the simulation, variations in trace gases, and
so forth. New visualization tools will provide
graphical representations of both data and
computational activity distributions.

The future

As demand for increasingly complex and accurate
climate models grows, the researchers expect that
improvements in the model physics will be required.
Combined with computational advances and
development of improved interfaces between the
various components such as ocean and atmospheric
circulation models, biosphere models, and chemistry
models, the next generation of climate model will
become an essential tool in forming long-range energy
policies that may be needed to improve global
standard-of-living while assuring environmental
quality.

Juli Rew is head of the Documentation Group within the
User Services Section of SCD.

New computers increase capacity for IRJE, MIGS,
and e-mail

by Nancy Dawson

SCD is halfway through installing new, more
powerful Sun computers that will increase the
capacity for job submittal through the NCAR Intemet
Remote Job Entry (IRJE) and the MASnet/Internet
Gateway Server (MIGS). The upgrade also includes a
separate computer to handle the daily volume of e-
mail. Both of the Sun computers that were handling
these functions have reached capacity.

The increased capacity is certainly needed: Over the
past year, the amount of data coming in and going out
through IRJE and MIGS has more than doubled and
e-mail sent through the NCAR central post office
computer has increased to around 220,000 messages a
month.

Installation

The goals during the installation of the new computers
are three: keep computing service interruptions to a
minimum, reuse parts of the existing computers, and
make sure everything works. A project of this scope
involves a lot of teamwork by members of different
SCD work groups and careful coordination of
hardware and software changes. So far, the teamwork
and planning have paid off with the successful
completion of Phase I.

Phase I: IRJE computer replaced

The computer that formerly handled IRJE jobs, a Sun
3/280 running the Sun Operating System 3.5, has been
replaced by a Sun 4/490 running Sun OS 4.1. To
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avoid taking the whole IRJE system down on a
weekday, the swap was performed on Saturday,
September 15 by Greg Woods (Networking and Data
Communications Group) and Del Harris
(Communications and Maintenance Group). Britt
Bassett and Marla Meehl (both of the Networking and
Data Communications Group) had made reliability
improvements to the IRJE software, and ported and
tested it on the new computer before the weekend of
the swap.

Actually, Greg and Del weren't the only ones in the
computer room installing boards and switching disks
on that Saturday. John Clyne (Scientific Visualization
Group) joined them to move a CPU, a memory board,
and a card cage (which is the holder for the boards)
from the old IRJE computer to the Sun that is the
fileserver for the Scientific Visualization Group. Also,
Craig Ruff (Systems Administration and TAGS
Group) was "a phone call away" for consultations
during the swap.

Everything went as planned, and the new Sun was up
and running by 5:30 p.m. on September
15. IRJE users had minimal interruption to
access: nine hours on the weekend for
installation and eight hours during the
following week for debugging. If you
currently use IRJE, you probably didn't
notice any difference in your daily work,
because file transfer performance is still
limited by the bandwidth of the Internet
links. However, windom operations are
now faster, and the upgrade will allow
smooth and fast handling of the increasing
IRJE traffic.

"The only difference that is noticeable to
users is that the new IRJE computer has a
new IP number: 192.43.244.2. The
computer name remains the same:
windom.ucar.edu. All users should make
sure that their system administrator
changes the windom IP number," said
Greg.

If you use an IP number to access the
windom anonymous FTP account, you
should use this new IP number. The new Discussi
IP number is necessary because of an Woods,
internal change that causes all IRJE traffic standing

to come into the UCARnet more directly. This change
was made to provide faster, more reliable connectivity
in the future.

Reusing computer parts

During this same Saturday of work, two disk drives
for the old IRJE computer were moved to the existing
MIGS computer, as the first step of Phase II. A third
disk drive will be added to the SVG computer; the
remaining disk drive will be used as part of Phase II.
And the other components of the previous IRJE
computer did not go to some hardware graveyard.
Instead, the remains were turned back in to Sun
Microsystems, to reduce the price of the Sun
computers being purchased for Phase II.

Phase II: MIGS and e-mail

The existing Sun 4/280 has been overloaded; it's been
handling both MIGS and NCAR e-mail traffic. It also
handles the netnews service that is used by local staff.
"There have been times that we have had to cut back

ing computer upgrades are left to right, seated: Greg
Mark Uris, Marla Meehl, Craig Ruff, and Del Harris; and
;: Britt Bassett and John Clyne. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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on the number of simultaneous MIGS requests that
are active, e-mail transfers, or netnews access," said
Craig Ruff. To provide the capacity needed, MIGS
functions will be transferred to the new Sun 4/470
running Sun OS 4.1. E-mail and netnews will operate
off the existing Sun 4/280, which will be upgraded by
the addition of one of the disk drives from the old
IRJE computer.

The name and IP number of the computer that handles
e-mail will remain the same: ncar.ucar.edu, with an IP
number of 128.117.64.4. You should continue to use
the userid@ncar.ucar.edu e-mail addressing syntax.

In conjunction with the Phase II hardware upgrade,
Craig is making some improvements to the MIGS
software. These changes will increase the reliability of
file transfer from users' local computers to the MIGS
computer and limit the possibility of one MIGS user

monopolizing the system and shutting out other users.
Mark Uris (Systems Administration and TAGS
Group) is also assisting with the Phase II upgrade,
installing equipment and making backups to assure
that nothing is lost in the transition.

The computer that will handle MIGS traffic will
continue to have the handies.ucar.edu name, but it
will have a new IP number: 128.117.64.14. This
switchover is scheduled to take place during
December. If you are a MIGS user, watch the Daily
Bulletin for the switchover date. Completion of Phase
II should result in less congestion for MIGS, e-mail,
and netnews. Except for the new IP number, this
changeover should not be noticeable to users.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

Computer functions and IP numbers

Function Computer name IP number

IRJE (university users) windom.ucar.edu 192.43.244.2
IRJE (NCAR users) irje.ucar.edu 128.117.64.2
FTP to windom windom.ucar.edu, 192.43.244.2
MIGS handies.ucar.edu 128.117.64.14 (Watch

the Daily Bulletin for
switchover date)

E-mail (central post office) ncar.ucar.edu 128.117.64.4
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NCAR computing resources available for unsponsored
graduate students and postdocs

by John C. Adams

A one-time NCAR computing grant of up to 35
General Accounting Units (GAUs) is available to
qualifying graduate students and postdocs.
Requirements for this grant are as follows:

1. The graduate students and postdocs must work in
the atmospheric, oceanic, and related sciences.

2. Their work must not lie within the scope of an
associated National Science Foundation (NSF)
grant.

3. They must not already have funding to pay for
computer time.

The purpose of these grants is to allow students
access to modeling with a supercomputer in support
of their Ph.D. research and to provide seed grants for
postdocs in support of work leading to funded and
sponsored research.

To apply, submit the SCD computing resources
request form. This form is available from JoAn
Knudson, who can be contacted by e-mail at
knudson@ncar.ucar.edu or by phone at (303) 497-
1207. Each request should be accompanied by a letter
from the major professor or department head
commenting on the importance and quality of the
proposed research and affirming that funds are not
available to support the work. As with all outside
requests for NCAR computing resources, these
applications will be subject to peer review by
specialists working in the same field as the proposed
research.

John C. Adams is a programmer in the SCD Computational
Support Section; he also administers the allocation of
computing resources for outside users.
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"Computing in the Atmospheric Sciences" conference
held

by Nancy Dawson

Researchers involved in the computing, atmospheric,
and oceanic sciences discussed the interrelations
among the three fields at the "Computing in the
Atmospheric Sciences 1990" conference held in
Oregon in September.

The program included presentations on recent research
projects in oceanic, mesoscale, and climate modeling.
The applicability of massively parallel computer
architecture to problems in the atmospheric and
oceanic sciences was a popular conference topic, both
at formal presentations and in hallway conversations.
Other computer-oriented topics were data management
and the use of computers for scientific visualization
work.

Several participants mentioned that the chance for
cross-discipline discussions was the highlight of the
three and a half days of meetings. The conference was
held at Salishan Lodge at Gleneden Beach, Oregon, in
an effort to get away from the urban bustle and
provide a setting conducive to such informal
exchanges.

There are tentative plans to hold a second "Computing
in the Atmospheric Sciences," perhaps in the spring of
1992.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within the SCD User Services Section.

Conference program committee

Person

Francis Balint

Colonel Robert E. Black

Bill Buzbee, chair

Clifford Jacobs

Geerd-R. Hoffmann

Randy Nottenkamper

Roger Wiley

Affiliation

National Meteorological Center

United States Air Force

National Center for Atmospheric Research

National Science Foundation

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center

Meteorological Office, England
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Conference topics and speakers

Topic Speaker Affiliation

"Global Change"

"Modeling the Global Climate
System: Computer Simulation of
Man's Risky Experiment"

"Summary of Experience Using the
CSU RAMS on Supercomputers
and Super-Workstations"

"Ocean Modeling and Prediction"

"Operational Ocean Prediction
at FNOC"

"Mesoscale Modeling"

"Urban Modeling"

"Around the World: Making
Your Dreams Come True"
(after dinner speech)

"Contract Options for Supercomputer
Procurements"

"Visualization"

"Visualization at the NCAR"

"Data Managementat the National
Climatic Data Center"

"Future Plans and Next Year's
Activities for the EOS Data and
Information System (EOSDIS)"

"At the End of the Path to UNIX"

"NMC Experiences on the
CRAY Y-MP"

"The Connection Machine Experience
at Los Alamos"

"Connection Machine Experiences"

"Results of a Study into Massively
Parallel Computers"

"Parallel Processing: A View from
ECMWF"

Clifford Jacobs

Thomas Bettge

William Cotton

Harley Hurlburt

Mike Clancy

Michel Beland

Ted Russell

Jeana Yeager

Geerd-R. Hoffmann

Christopher Little

Don Middleton-Link

Ken Hadeen

Jeff Dozier

Bernard O'Lear

Francis Balint

Harold Trease

Paul Swarztrauber
and Richard Sato

Simon Tett

Geerd-R. Hoffmann

National Science Foundation

National Center for Atmospheric
Research

Colorado State University

Naval Oceanographics and
Atmospheric Research Laboratory

Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center

Atmospheric Environmental Services

Carnegie Mellon University

Royce Carlton, Inc.

European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts

United Kingdom Meteorological Office

National Center for Atmospheric
Research

National Climatic Data Center,
(NOAA/NESDIS)

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

National Center for Atmospheric
Research

National Meteorological Center

Los Alamos National Laboratory

National Center for Atmospheric
Research

United Kindom Meteorological Office

European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts
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Announcing

The Eighth SD Use Contfence

Performance Computing

February 28-March:1, 1991

National Cente for Atmospheric Research
Soulder, Colorado



Eighth SCD User Conference
Conference Details

SCD invites you to attend its Eighth User Conference February 28-March 1,

-1991,highlighting current and future developments in performance computing.
Performance You may also want to attend the three-day trainining class on Cray Optimization
Computing being offered February 25-27.

Conference Program
Projected topics include:

CSMP computing requirements Gigabit network test bed UNICOS version 6.0
EOSDIS Massively parallel architecures Scientific visualization

There will also be two panels: "User experiences on the CRAY Y-MP8/864" and "Workstations and
mini-supers in the performance computing environment.", Tours of the SCD computer room will be
offered during the conference.

* Cray Optimization Trainining Class
A three-day class is being offered prior to the conference for users interested in learning more about
Cray Optimization, Class topics will include:

Overview: Why optimize? CF77 compiling system Performance analysis tools
Autotasking I/Ooptimization Vectorization

* Registration
To register, please complete the attached form and send it to the address indicated. The registration
fee is $30 for the User Conference, and $15 for the three-day Training Class. The conference fee
includes an evening reception for all attendees on February 27 and a dinner on February 28. (For an
additional fee of $20.00, participants may bring guests to the conference dinner on Thursday night.
This guest fee can be included with the advance registration form or paid at the conference registra-
tion.) Confirmation materials along with the preliminary program will be mailed in January. A late
fee of $10 must be included for all registration forms postmarked after February 8, 1991.

* Accommodations
A block of rooms has been reserved at the Golden Buff Motor Lodge in Boulder. Please contact the
Golden Buff directly to arrange for your reservations (303-442-7450). To obtain the special rate of
$45.00 for a single room, specify you are with the SCD user conference, confirmation #26790. The
cutoff date for reservations is February 10. Afterthat date, reservations will be taken on a space-
available basis_

* Bus Service
Bus service will be provided between the Golden Buff and NCAR for both the three-day Cray
Optimization Class and the User Conference.



Conference/Training Class Contacts

The following people may be contacted for details on the conference or training class:

Area
Program
Training
Conference coordinator
Registration
User/visitor information

Name Phone number
Ginger Caldwell
Sally Haerer
Susan Cross
Belinda Housewright

aSusn Smith

(303) 497-1229
(303) 497-1283
(303)497-1133
(303) 497-1310
(303) 497-1226

E-mail address
cal@ncar.ucar.edu
haerer@ ncar.ucar.edu
susanc@ncar.ucar.edu
belinda@ncar.ucar.edu
sgs@ncar.ucar.edu

_41 Eighth SCD User Conference
Advance Registration Form

Pleasecomplete: and return this form; with your check by February 8,1991 to:

Betty Thompson
User Conference
NCAR/SCD
P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO: 80307

Fax: (303) 497-1137
E-mail: betty@ncar.ucaredu
Phone number: (303) 497-1208

Please type your name as you wish it to appear on your badge.

Name, (last) (first)

Organization

Mailing address

City

Telephone .number_ _ _ _ _ _

Electronic mail address,

Please check appropriate boxes:
User Conference registration fee
Cray Op timization Trann Class fee
Guest fee- for dinner

Late fee (afterFebruary 8)Ta n l :
S'Total' aount enlosed : $ .

Eli $30.00
LII $15.00
L $20.00

LI $10.00

Please make checks payable to NCARISCD. Registration forms must be postmarked by February 8, 1991 or a
$10.00 late fee will be assessed. Requests for refunds must be received in writing no later than Friday, Febru-
ary 8, 1991. No refunds will be made after 'thatdate.

Performance
Computing

State

Fax number

Zip
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Consulting Office reference materials now listed online

by Susan Smith

Have you ever driven up to the Mesa Laboratory just
to see what Cray vendor or software libraries
documentation is available for your use in the
Consulting Office? Or called to see if the Consulting
Office has any books on UNIX, the Fortran standard,
or C?

Now you can let your fingers do the walking instead
of picking up the telephone or hopping in your car. A
new online file lists all the reference documents that
are available for your use in the Consulting Office,
including:

* Cray and IBM vendor documentation;

* operating systems documentation, such as UNIX
and Sun;

* programming language references, such as Fortran
and C;

* Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) documentation;

" NCAR Graphics manuals;

* hypertext and hypermedia documentation; and

* NCAR and SCD reports.

The file that lists the titles of these reference
documents is available via the anonymous FTP
account on windom.ucar.edu. It is in the docs
subdirectory; refs.consult is the filename. (Directions
for obtaining documents via anonymous FTP are at
the end of the Documentation column in this
newsletter.)

Susan Smith is a user support specialist in the SCD User
Services Section.
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Using Cray's interactive debugger, cdbx

by Peter Morreale

One of the many tools you may want to take
advantage of on the new UNICOS system is cdbx,
Cray's interactive symbolic debugger, which promises
to remove much of the drudgery of debugging code.
This tool allows you to debug run-time errors in your
program under controlled conditions so that you can
watch control flow and quickly see where problems
are developing in your code. With cdbx, you can
execute your program line by line if necessary to see
how values of variables are changing at any given
point and how control is passed among the various
routines you may have.

Using cdbx properly, you can significantly decrease
the amount of development time necessary to get your
programs into production. While cdbx can also be
used on programs written in C, Pascal, and CAL, the
examples given in this article are for Fortran
programs.

In general, you use cdbx on an executable file
produced by a loader. For example, by default, the
segldr command produces a file named a.out, which
is the machine-executable version of your Fortran
program. This a.out file is what you would use with
cdbx.

Since cdbx is an interactive tool, you must log on
directly to UNICOS to use it.

Compiling for cdbx

To use cdbx, you will need to use a compiler option
to include symbol tables in the object file (see the
example below). Symbol tables contain information
that relates the variable names you wrote in the source
code to the memory locations the computer actually
uses. Information concerning the line numbers of your
source code is also included in the symbol tables. The
cdbx program uses these symbol tables in controlling
the execution of your program and displaying cdbx's
output on your screen.

In addition, you may want to turn off optimization by
specifying a different option on the cft77 command
for the routines that you want to investigate using
cdbx. There is a fundamental tradeoff between
optimization and debugging capability. Basically, with
higher levels of optimization, you lose the ability to
set stops (also called breakpoints) at certain locations
in your code. For example, with a high level of
optimization, you may not be able to execute a DO
loop line by line under cdbx's control.

Finally, for cdbx to work correctly, the Fortran
routines must be in separate files, one Fortran routine
to a file. The next section shows how you can easily
meet this requirement using the fmgen command.

For debugging a program with cdbx, use the
following cft77 command line:

cft77 -ez -o off filename.f

The -ez option "enables" symbol tables. The -o off
option turns off optimization.

You can also use the cf77 command to compile a
program for cdbx. Use the following options on the
cf77 command line:

cf77 -g filename.f

The -g option on the cf77 command line will turn off
optimization and include symbol tables in the
executable file produced by the cf77 command line.

Using fmgen

The fmgen command is used to split a large Fortran
file into separate files, one routine to a file. Each of
the files fmgen creates is named with the name of the
routine and an .f extension. For example, if your
Fortran file has a subroutine named OUTPUT, fmgen
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would create a file containing that routine and name it
OUTPUT.f.

In addition, fmgen will create a file named makefile
for use with the UNICOS make command. The make
command is used for building executable programs.
(See the July/August issue of SCD Computing News
for more information on the make command.)

With fmgen, it is easy to convert your single-file
Fortran program into separate files and then build the
executable program. The makefile produced by fmgen
will use the cft77 command for compiling the routines
and the segldr command for loading the routines and
producing an executable file named a.out. The fmgen
command line would look like:

fmgen filename

where filename is the name of your multi-routine
Fortran file. After fmgen is completed, you will see a
number of files created in the current directory with
file names of routine_name.f. In addition, there is
another file in the current directory named makefile.

You can also use options to fmgen to pass arguments
to the cft77 compiler and/or segldr. For use with
cdbx, it is useful to pass the compiler options to
cft77.

fmgen -f"'-ez -o -off' filename

What this actually does is initialize the FFLAGS
macro in the makefile produced by fmgen to contain
the string -ez -o off. When you invoke make with this
makefile, make will then use the FFLAGS macro in
the compiler command line.

Should your program require the use of any of the
NCAR libraries, you would have to modify two other
make macros in the makefile. The LDFLAGS and
LIBS macros are provided in the makefile for this
purpose. You can use the LDFLAGS macro to define,
say, the -L option for segldr, and the LIBS macro to
add the -llib_name options.

NEWS

For example, suppose you use NCAR Graphics in this
program. The LDFLAGS and LIBS macros would
look like this:

LDFLAGS = -L/lib,/usr/lib, /usr/local/lib
LIBS = -Incarg -Incargloc -Incarg_gks

After fmgen has finished, you would build the
executable version of your program by typing:

make

It is important to note that using fmgen in this manner
will cause optimization to be turned off for every
routine that make compiles. This can cause your
entire program to execute very slowly. If you know
approximately which routines are causing the
problems, we suggest that you only set the compiler
options for those routines in the makefile. The next
section tells you how to accomplish this.

Strategies for using make

As explained above, simply turning off optimization
for your entire program can result in a severe
performance degradation while using cdbx. Bear in
mind that your program is already encountering
significant overhead while executing under cdbx
control.

With a makefile, however, it is relatively easy to
isolate the routines with problems and use compiler
options to compile only those routines with
optimization turned off.

The easiest way to accomplish this is to add specific
rules to the makefile for building those particular
routines. Suppose, for example, that of a 50-routine
program, only subroutines OUTPUT and CRUNCH
are causing problems during execution. If you had
used the fmgen command to split out all the routines
in your program, OUTPUT would be in a file named
OUTPUT.f, and CRUNCH would be in a file named
CRUNCH.f. You could add the following rules to
makefile:
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OUTPUT.o: OUTPUT.f

cft77 -ez -o off OUTPUT.f

CRUNCH . o: CRUNCH. f

cft77 -ez -o off CRUNCH.f

(Don't forget to begin the command line for a make
rule with a single TAB character!) Now when you
invoke make, these routines will be compiled
according to the rules stated above.

Invoking cdbx

You invoke cdbx along with the name of the
executable fil you want to debug. Unless you use a
command line option, the executable file produced by
segldr will be named a.out. Providing that you have
compiled the program with the proper compiler
options, you will then be able to start debugging the
program under cdbx control.

If you are using the X Window System to connect to
UNICOS and have your DISPLAY environment
variable correctly set, cdbx will open a window to
your X11 display and then wait for you to enter cdbx
commands to begin the debugging session.

The cdbx program also has a line-oriented interface
for those users who are not using the X Window
System. In line mode, cdbx will display some
messages on your screen and then wait for you to type
in cdbx commands. A typical line-mode display for
cdbx looks like the output in Example 1.

The cdbx prompt is "(cdbx)". You are now ready to
type cdbx commands to proceed with your debugging
session.

Note that cdbx doesn't start executing your program
until you explicitly tell it to do so. To exit from cdbx,
use the quit command. You will then be returned to
your shell prompt.

Commands available under cdbx

A large number of commands is available under cdbx
to control the execution of your program. Exactly
which commands you use, and the order in which you
execute them, are a matter of personal preference.

In general, it is useful first to set a breakpoint within
your program to tell cdbx to halt execution at a
certain point. You set breakpoints in cdbx using the
stop command. Then you tell cdbx to run (begin
executing) your program. In this case, cdbx will
continue to execute your program until it reaches the
breakpoint indicated by the stop.

At this point, you can use an assortment of commands
to either execute the program line by line, print out
the values of variables, list parts of the source
program, or set more breakpoints.

Table 1 lists some of the more commonly used cdbx
commands. There are many others. See the Cray
document UNICOS cdbx Symbolic Debugger
Reference Manual, SR 2091.

Example 1
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Table 1: Basic cdbx commands

Command Description

help [command]

stop in routine_name

stop at line_number

quit

run

rerun

cont

list [numl,num2]

print var

dump

next

step

Gives online help on cdbx. You can type help or help command for a brief
help message on cdbx commands.

Sets a breakpoint at routine_name. The cdbx debugger will stop execution at
the first executable line of routine_name.

Sets a breakpoint at line_number of the current routine.

Exits from cdbx.

Tells cdbx to begin executing your program. You must execute this command
before executing any of the following commands.

Tells cdbx to re-execute your program from the beginning. The cdbx program
will stop at previously set breakpoints.

Tells cdbx to continue execution after reaching a breakpoint. Execution
continues until the next breakpoint, end of program, or error in execution
occurs.

Lists the lines of the current source file from line numl to line num2. By
default, list will list the next ten lines of the source file.

Print the contents of the variable var.

Prints all the variables in the current routine. To see the contents of variables
in a common block, add the block's name as an argument to the dump
command.

Executes the next line of the program. The next command cannot step into
subroutines.

Executes the next line of the program. If the current line is a CALL to a
subroutine, cdbx will step into that subroutine.

A cdbx example session

The following is an example output from a cdbx
session on a simple test program. This program
contains a floating-point error (a division by zero) in
the subroutine SUB 1.

In Example 2, we first set a breakpoint in SUB1 using
the stop command. Then we execute the run

command. Finally, we use the step command to step
through the routine SUB 1 line by line until we
execute the line which causes the divide by zero.
Commands you type in are indicated in boldface.

Peter Morreale is a consultant in the SCD User Services
Section.
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Modifying NCAR Graphics plots interactively via
Macintosh tools

by Fred Clare

There has been an increasing demand for interactive
tools that can be used to enhance output from the
NCAR Graphics package. Users want to do such
things as insert and move text, change text fonts and
the colors of filled areas, add annotations using
arrows and labels, delete parts of a plot, and move
lines around interactively without having to recompile
and execute the same code (with minor modifications)
dozens of times. Also, users want
to easily incorporate NCAR plots
into output from word processing
and layout packages. For SCD to
provide this functionality directly
by writing new software would
require significant effort.

Solution available via
Macintosh computers

One solution already available is
to use existing tools on Apple
Macintosh computers. Such Mac
applications as Canvas and
Freehand offer sophisticated tools
for interactive modification of
plots; word processors such as
Microsoft Word and layout
packages such as PageMaker can
easily incorporate output from
other Macintosh applications such
as Canvas and Freehand.

The first step: Format
conversion

The first task in using such
packages with NCAR Graphics
plots is to get the NCAR plots into Scientific visuali
a format acceptable by Mac packages that cc
applications. The graphics format Chemistry Divisi

Bumpas.)

used by most Mac graphics applications is called
PICT. However, the format used by NCAR Graphics
to store pictures is the binary encoding of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard. To get
NCAR plots into most Mac applications, it is
necessary to convert the NCAR CGM format into the
PICT format. Fortunately, there are several

zation programmer Fred Clare evaluated commercial
)nvert CGMs to PICT format. Cheryl Craig (Atmospheric
ion) produced the graphic on the screen. (Photo by Bob
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CONPACK Plot

Before modification

Figure 1
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CONPACK Plot

after modification

Figure 2
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commercial packages available that perform the CGM
to PICT conversion, and the packages are moderately
priced. Since the CGM is an ANSI standard, these
converters will work for any CGM files, not just the
NCAR CGM.

CGM to PICT conversion packages compared

The Scientific Visualization Group within SCD has
performed a thorough comparative analysis of four
commercial packages that convert CGM to PICT
format. The four products analyzed were MetaPICT
(from GSC Associates), GraphicsVu (from Perkland
Associates), a conversion package from PIXELIX,
and "PICTure This" (from FGM). The products were
compared in 44 separate categories.

For a detailed accounting of the comparative analysis
and hints on how best to utilize the available products,
order the new UserDoc "Interactive Modification of
NCAR Graphics Plots via Macintosh Applications."
(To obtain copies of SCD documents, see "SCD
Documentation Orders" on the back cover of this
newsletter.)

The PIXELIX package also contains an application to
make the reverse conversion-Mac PICT files into
CGM format. GSC offers a similar application as a
separate application (GraphPorter) at an additional
cost. Neither of these applications was tested by the
SVG staff. (The other two products do not have this
capability.)

Product summary

Of the four products reviewed, we were unable to
complete the test of "PICTure This" because it would
only accept 3 of the 14 files used to test the products.
The remaining three products, MetaPICT,
GraphicsVu, and the PIXELIX package, would be
useful in converting NCAR CGMs to PICT.

As of September 1990, MetaPICT is the most fully
developed commercial product. However, for the
purposes of working exclusively with NCAR Graphics
files, GraphicsVu may offer the functionality you
need. PIXELIX offers less functionality than either
MetaPICT or GraphicsVu. Of the three, MetaPICT is

NEWS

the only product that simulates color values with gray-
scale patterns on a black-and-white monitor.
GraphicsVu does not support low-end Macs and the
PIXELIX package maps all colors to black on a
black-and-white monitor. We suggest that you discuss
current functionality with any of these companies
before purchasing a product.

All three vendors responded promptly to questions
and suggestions. The sources and prices of the four
tested packages for converting CGM to PICT format
are shown in Table 1.

Step 2: Using Mac utilities to alter NCAR
plots

After you have converted to the PICT format, the only
remaining step is to use a Mac tool such as Canvas or
Freehand to modify your plot. The plots in Figures 1
and 2 are meant to illustrate some of the power of a
tool like Canvas. (Figure 2 may have lost some of the
gray-scale gradation in the printing process.)

All of the differences between Figure 1 and Figure 2
were obtained by using Canvas tools. For example,
the figures illustrate the ability to:

* specify fill colors (shown here as gray shades),

* remove points from a filled area (the position as
labeled in Figure 2),

* change line thickness and colors,

* add lines and lines with arrows,

* change text fonts,

* add text at any position and angle and in any
available Mac font,

* move and resize the entire picture or any part of the
picture, and

* draw and replicate boxes.

These are only some of the possibilities. A skilled
Canvas user could easily make all of the
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Table 1: Sources and prices of conversion packages

Price as of
Package Source September 1990

MetaPICT GSC Associates Inc.
2304 Artesia Boulevard, Suite 201
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-3114
(213) 379-2113 $179

GraphicsVu Perkland Associates, Ltd.
224 Warren Avenue
Berwyn, PA 19312
(215) 889-1674 $125

CGM conversion PIXELIX
package P.O. Box 58

Carnegie
Victoria 3163
Australia $150
BH: (03) 609-3473
AH: (03) 571-5910

PICTure This FGM Inc.
131 Elden Street, Suite 108
Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 478-9881 $ 65

Note: These prices are subject to change; some vendors offer group discounts. Before
any purchase, you should contact the vendor for the current prices and the status of any
functionality you need.

modifications in going from Figure 1 to Figure 2 in
less than a half hour.

Fred Clare is a graphics specialist in the Scientific
Visualization Group within the SCD Distributed Computing

Section. He thanks Herb Poppe (SCD) and Paul Bailey
(NCAR Atmospheric Chemistry Division) for many helpful
conversations on Mac hardware and software during the
preparation of this article.
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File size limit for TAGS jobs
lowered

The maximum size of a file that the Text and
Graphics System (TAGS) accepts has been
lowered to 110,000 512-byte blocks. This
Maximum Data Size (MDS) limit prevents large
jobs from monopolizing the cameras for many
hours, which causes long delays for queued jobs.
The change became effective October 16.

We encourage you to use the med utility on the
CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano) to split large
metafiles into smaller pieces. (See the man page
for med for instructions.) However, it is possible
to make special arrangements with the SCD Film
Room staff to run large files. To do this, call
Andy Robertson at (303) 497-1241 or (303) 497-
1242.

Xerox 4050 laser printers have
new version of CGM translator

Version 6 of the Computer Graphics Metafile
(CGM) translator, which fixes previous problems
and enhances the appearance of files plotted on
the Xerox 4050 printers, became the default
translator on October 16. The installation of
Version 6 solves three problems some users were
experiencing:

* Font changes no longer cause the translator to
fail to complete some datasets.

* NCAR Graphics calls to the POINT routine now
generate a dot, so calls to POINT no longer
need to be replaced with other calls.

* The correlation between linewidth values and
the resulting linewidth output has improved. To
change the line width in NCAR Graphics plots

that are output on the Xerox 4050 printers, you

that are output on the Xerox 4050 printers, you
need to

CALL GSLWSC (scale)

where scale is a real number greater than or
equal to 0.0. The scheme of how the scale
factor affects the linewidth output is
summarized below:

Scale factor Result

<1.0 Thinnest possible line
1.0 Default line width
2.0 Identical to 1.0
3.0 Thicker line than 1.0
4.0 Identical to 3.0

>4.0 Thicker lines

In general, larger values result in thicker lines,
with no upper limits. Any value of less than 1 will
print the thinnest line possible. Note that the
values work in pairs--only odd-numbered values
actually increase the line width, a result of printer
resolution limitations. If you have any problems
with Version 6 of the CGM translator, please
contact Darrell Holley by sending e-mail to
holley@ncar.ucar.edu or calling him at
(303) 497-1260.

1200-bps modems by Novation
need adjustment

If you are reaching NCAR by using a 1200-bps
(bits per second) modem made by the now-
defunct Novation manufacturer, you need to make
one small adjustment. On the back of the modem,
there are ten switches numbered 1 through 10.
Switch 7 should be changed to the DOWN
position.
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This change is necessary because of changes SCD
made in order to support V.32 9600-bps modems.
We tested many popular modems before making
the change, and the 1200-bps modem made by
Novation is the only one we have discovered that
requires any change.

If you have any difficulty using a V.32 modem or
using your old modem to reach NCAR, please
send e-mail to Scott Quinn at
quinn@ncar.ucar.edu, or call him at
(303) 497-1252.

More about using make

by Peter Morreale

We introduced the make command in "Managing
programs with make" in the July/August 1990
issue of SCD Computing News. If you are not
already familiar with how to use make, you
should read that article before reading this one.

This month's article discusses the use of the
default set of make rules, known as implicit rules,
which can help reduce the complexity of a make
description file.

Before getting into the details about using implicit
rules, let's start with a brief review of the
terminology: The make command is used to
maintain executable versions of your programs,
based on the information in a make description
file you build. The make description file
(commonly called a makefile) is a text file that
contains the make rules. A make rule is a
collection of commands that tell make how to
perform a particular computing task. A typical
make rule has three parts: a target, the target's
dependencies, and the commands necessary to
build the target.

Implicit rules are based on a default set of
filename suffixes that make knows about. In
general, implicit rules contain commands that
compile source code files into object files. For
example, make has an implicit rule that will
invoke the compiler to create a .o file (an object
file) from a .f file (a Fortran file). There are
several other implicit rules, but we will limit our
discussion to those associated with Fortran files.

By using implicit rules for compiling your source
codes, you can significantly reduce the size and
complexity of your make description file. For

-example, if you have a program that uses 100
source code files, without using implicit rules, you
would have to create a make rule to compile each
source code file. By using implicit rules, your
make description file need only contain a loader
rule and any other special rules you might want.
In addition, as we will see shortly, implicit rules
use make macros to name the compiler and any
compiler options. Thus, you can simply change a
macro definition to include compiling flags for all
the source code files the implicit rule compiles.

The compiling command line associated with
compiling a Fortran file and creating an object file
looks like this:

$ (CFT) $ (FFLAGS) $<

Note that this command line takes advantage of
two make macros, CFT and FFLAGS. The
macros are defined as follows:

CFT = cft77
FFLAGS =

The FFLAGS macro is left undefined on purpose.
You can explicitly set the FFLAGS macro in your
make description file to enable options to the
CFT77 compiler. Recall that if an undefined
macro is used in a command, make ignores the
macro. The $< symbol at the end of the compiler
command line refers to the current target's
complete filename.
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By taking advantage of the implicit compiling rule
as shown above, you can have make compile any
number of Fortran files. To use such a rule, you
would only need to create a make description file
with a target designed to load the object files into
the executable program. How would make know
about the Fortran files? You must inform make
about the source code files by being sure to place
all the object file names in the dependency list for
the loader target.

For example, suppose you have the following files
in the current directory:

makefile main.f subl.f sub2.f

The makefile contains the following:

# Example of using make suffix rules
a.out: main.o subl.o sub2.o

segldr main.o subl.o sub2.o

Note: Each command line must start with a single
TAB character. The most common error message
from make results from commands being indented
with spaces.

Notice that the only rule in the make description
file shown above is a loading rule (segldr).
Nowhere in the make description file do you have
any instructions regarding compiling. You then
type:

make

Your screen displays:

shavano %: make
cft77 main.f
cft77 subl.f
cft77 sub2.f
segldr main.o subl.o sub2.o

shavano % :

Here's what happened. Since you are relying on
the make implicit rules, make looked at the
dependencies listed for the a.out target. Then it
stripped the .o extension from the items in the list

and looked in the current directory for files with a
.f extension. For those files, it invoked the
implicit compiling rule and compiled the source
files. Finally, make invoked the explicit loading
rule contained in the makefile.

The next example make description file shows
how you can use several make macros to further
reduce makefile maintenance.

# Example makefile
OBJS = main.o subl.o sub2.o
# Define FFLAGS to create a listing
# for each source file compiled...
FFLAGS = -em

a.out: $(OBJS)
segldr $ (OBJS)

The difference here is that two macros were used,
one to define all the object files and one for
compiler options. If the current directory contains
only the .f files and makefile, when you again
invoke make, here's what your screen would look
like:

shavano %: make
cft77 -em main.f
cft77 -em subl.f
cft77 -em sub2.f
segldr main.o subl.o sub2.o

shavano %:

It should also be mentioned that make has a large
number of implicit rules that can be used to
compile other language source files as well as
Fortran files. The implicit rule you get depends
entirely on the extension used in the source file's
name. For example, if any of the above source
files had a .c (implying C source code), then a
similar implicit rule for compiling C source code
files would have been used.

For more information on using make, see the
Cray Research manual UNICOS Support Tools
Guide, SG-2016 or the man page.

Peter Morreale is a consultant in the SCD User
Services Section.
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UNICOS classes in December

The next UNICOS Orientation Classes are
scheduled for

December 10, Monday
08:30-12:30
Director's Conference Room, Mesa Lab

and

December 11-13, Tuesday-Thursday*
08:30-16:30 each day
Main Seminar Room, Mesa Lab
* (These are date changes since the last

newsletter.)

The December 10 class is for people who already
know UNIX. This half-day class skips elementary
UNIX information and concentrates on UNICOS-
and NCAR-specific information.

The three-day class (December 11 through 13)
starts with elementary UNIX and covers the
UNICOS commands, utilities, and tools required
to get started on the CRAY Y-MP. The class also
provides basic information about NCAR's Mass
Storage System (MSS), graphics processing, and
software libraries.

The first two days of this class are lectures, with
times for optional hands-on practice sessions.
There are no lectures on the third day-it is set
aside for participants to try out what they've
learned and work on course exercises. The course
instructor will be available to answer questions on
the third day. Participants can use terminals in the
Consulting Office User Area or terminals in their
own offices during the three days.

To register for a class or for more information,
send e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or call the
SCD course enrollment line at (303) 497-1225.
Please register early!

This column lists recently released SCD
documents. You may order these documents by
telephone or electronic mail. The instructions for
obtaining printed copies of SCD documents
appear under "SCD Documentation Orders" on
the back cover of this newsletter. Instructions for
obtaining copies of documents that are online
appear at the end of this column.

Macintosh tools that interactively
modify NCAR Graphics plots

"Interactive Modification of NCAR Graphics
Plots via Macintosh Applications, " Version 1.0,
November 1990 (11 pages) reviews and compares
four commercial products that convert NCAR
Graphics Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM)
format to PICT format. Once an NCAR Graphics
plot is converted to PICT format, it can be
interactively edited using Macintosh tools such as
Canvas and Freehand. The resulting plot can then
be incorporated in other Macintosh applications,
such as Microsoft Word and PageMaker.

New version of basic GKS
document

The "User's Guide for NCAR GKS-0A
Graphics," Version 2.0, October 1990 (172 pages)
has been reorganized by output function and
includes new examples and an index. It describes
the Fortran subroutines for a subset of the NCAR
Graphical Kernel System (GKS) OA routines that
are most commonly used in conjunction with the
NCAR Graphics package utilities. Functions
discussed include opening and closing GKS,
setting coordinate systems, designating types of
graphic and text output, and selecting color
representations. Some NCAR Graphics System
Plot Package Simulator calls that provide
additional functions not found in GKS are also
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discussed, as well as numerous examples and
hints for avoiding common pitfalls.

New version of SCD
documentation catalog

The "User Documentation Catalog," September
1990 is now available. As part of the move to

UNICOS, this new catalog no longer lists COS
documentation. All SCD-produced UserDocs are
described, as well as recommended Cray Research
and IBM vendor documentation. An updated order
form for SCD documents is included in the
catalog. This document is also available online
from anonymous FTP in the docs subdirectory,
with the filename of userdoc.catalog.
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Our neighbors at the NCAR Mesa Lab. (Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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Conventions used in this newsletter

Bold represents command names, options, filenames, pathnames, directories, and other items
that must be typed as shown.

Italics represent variables where you provide the substitution (such as filename). In text, italics
are also used to highlight terminology that is being defined.

Courier type is used for Fortran programs, shell scripts, and screen displays.

The \ (backslash) followed by pressing RETURN when you are entering a command is a
standard UNIX method that allows you to continue the command on the next line.

SCD Computer Schedule

The SCD computers run continuously, except for scheduled maintenance times and unforeseen
equipment or power failures. The computers may be unavailable during the following
maintenance periods:

Computers Days Times (Mountain Time)

All computers Daily as needed 06:00-08:30
CRAY Y-MP Monday 05:00-08:30

Daily 06:00-08:30 (software)

Read the online version of the Daily Bulletin for updated information on the status of all SCD
equipment.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
L Add to mailing list [ Delete from mailing list LI Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000.

CRAY, SSD, and UNICOS are registered trademarks, and CFT, CFT77, CF77, COS, SEGLDR, Autotasking, CRAY Y-MP, and

CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray Research, Inc. DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.
HYPERchannel is a registered trademark of Network Systems Corp. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.; PageMaker and FreeHand
are registered trademarks of Aldus Corp.; PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.; CRAYFISHPAK is a
trademark of Green Mountain Software; and UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. MetaPICT is a trademark of GSC Associates.
PICTure This is a trademark of FMG, Inc. Canvas is a trademark of Denebra Systems. Reference to a company or product name does

not imply approval or recommendation of that company or product to the exclusion of others.
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SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAIL TO NCAR STAFF: Using the address names listed in the e-mail column
above, please consult the appropriate information given below based on the network you are using:

" Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (IP node 128.117.64.4)
Examples:

SCD IBM 4381 (CMS): note consultl at ncar.ucar.edu
UNIX: mail consultl@ncar.ucar.edu

" BINET users: To send e-mail to NCAR staff, use the Internet address given above. Please
consult your system administrator for the exact syntax.

" SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 9580 or 9.364)
" Telemail/OMNET address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the Userpoc, "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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